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The Jones Point Lighthouse is a simple 19-ly-38-foot rectangular frame structure on the
south shore of Jones Point in Alexandria. The building is one and one-half stories
high atop a brick foundation. A cylindrical east-iron lantern surrounded by a railing
protrudes from the center of its gabled roof; it is approximately seven feet in diameter and rises some ten f,eet. The roof of the lantern is supported by angled struts
forming trapezoidal /Jjrtn¥ngs through which the beacon light shone.
The south facade of the building is broken by a central door with sidelights and two
flanking windows originally containing six-over-six sash but now boarded over. The
north elevation mirrors the south but without the door» A door on the right of the
wast elevation is reached via a-full^vldth covered porch postdating the basic structure. Above the shed roof- af the porch in the gable end are two windows (originally
four-eveTr-fbur, now boarded) lighting the second floor £ these windows are repeated
an the otherwise-unbroken east elevation. The thin corner pilasters, eaves, and hood
over the front (south) door are of a simple Greek Revival character. The building is
sided with clapboard, most of which was replaced in the 1960s. The wooden exterior
shutters originally on the first-floor windows are absent. Basement windows and an
areaway to the basement on the north side have been bricked in.
On the interior, each floor contained a central stair hall flanked by two square
rooms. A straight stairway ran? .from the first floor to the basement, a 180 f winder
stair ran between the first and second floors, and a ship's ladder from the second
floor hall gave access to the lantern. Interior chimneys; at either end of the building served first-floor fireplaces. The chimneys are now gone, and little else remains on the interior beyond some flooring and open stud partitions.
The lantern originally contained a fixed fifth order Fresnel lens illuminated by an
oil lamp, By 1866 the lamp had been converted to gas. It was reconverted to oil in
1900 and fitted with a red chimney. In 1919 an automatic flashing white light of 590
candlepower fueled by acetylene gas replaced the manually tended light. The lighthouse operated in this manner until 1926, when a 200-candlepower flashing acetylene
light on a 60-foot steel skeleton tower 100 yards to the east put it out of service.
Ifo lamp or lens remains in the ll-ghitieus^ today* nor is the replacement tower extant.
The lighthouse siti® on '-filled ground1- bordered- by^-stone retaining wall about five
feet high and 30 by 80 feet in plan. A well and several small frame outbuildings,
one containing a privy, formerly stood to the west of the lighthouse, and a wooden
picket fence atop the retaining wall enclosed the grounds. Of these features only
the retaining wall stands.
A recess in the retaining wall at the river *s edge aligned with the front door of
the lighthouse and about 15 feet from it contains the historic south cornerstone of
the District of Columbia. The stone ceremonially installed in 1791 was temporary
and was replaced in 1794 with a permanent stone inscritei "The Beginning of the Ter
ritory of Columbia." This stone was covered when the retaining wall was built in
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south cornerstone of the District of Columbia is significant as marking the beginpoint of the 1?91 survey that carved this unique Federal jurisdiction from the
^jjptates of Virginia and Maryland. Along with the other surviving stones that we^e set
ifeach mile around the District's 40-mile perimeter, this is one of the oldest artifacts
Related to the Nation 1 s Capital. The Jones Point Lighthouse, built adjacent to the
IJpouth cornerstone in 1855, aided Potomac River shipping for 70 years and is signifi^kant in illustrating Federal concern for the improvement of inland navigation in the
a*L9th century.
Residence Act of July 16, 1790, as amended March 3, 1791, authorized President
jJGeorge Washington to select a 100-square-mile site for the national capital at some
gpoint on the Potomac River between Alexandria, Virginia, and Williamsport, Maryland.
^Washington selected the southernmost location within these limits. Acting upon in;|structions from Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson, Major Andrew Ellicott of PhilaIfdelphia began surveying the ten mile square on February 12, 1791. Ellicott, a promignent professional surveyor and membei? of the American Philosophical Society, hired
iBenjamin Banneker, a free black astronomer and mathematician from Maryland, to make
astronomical observations and calculations necessary to establish the location
the south corner of the square at Jones Point. From here Ellicott surveyed tenlie lines in sequence northwesterly, northeasterly, southeasterly, and southwesterly
the point of beginning, thus forming the 100-square-mile District of Columbia.
Alexandria Masonic Lodge placed a stone at the south corner on April 15, 1791, in
Mremonies attended by Ellicott, federal district commissioners Daniel Carroll and
ftvid Stuart, and other dignitaries. Other stones were subsequently placed at approximately one-mile intervals along the District boundary with Virginia. ta.-1791 and
jjp.ong the District-Maryland line in 1792. In 1794 a permanent south cornerstone replaced that laid originally; only a portion of its inscription, "The Beginning of the
ifjerritory of Columbia," remains legible today. (Most of the other original stones
Survive in varying states of preservation.)
itn 1846 the portion of the District of Columbia south and west of the Potomac, includ
ing Jones Point, was retroceded to Virginia. As a result, the Jones Point stone no
^onger marks a corner of the District but is a point on the Maryland -Virginia line
litlong the Virginia bank of the river.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Beginning at the base of the retaining wall recess enclosing the south cornerstone,
westerly along the base of the retaining wall 100 feet; thence northerly 200 feet;
thence easterly 200,feet; thence southerly 200 feet; thence westerly 100 feet to
the point of beginning.
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1861, six years after the lighthouse was erected, and was not reexposed until 1912
when the present concrete recess was inserted in the wall. Badly worn but bearing
what appears to be the remnants of the quoted inscription, the stone, stands today in
its apparent original location. It is about a foot square and rises about three feet
above ground. When the Potomac rises to the edge of and occasionally into the recess
at high tide, the stone is viewable from land only through a small hole in the concrete cover above it. A semicircular iron picket fence installed over the vertical
recess opening about 1916 is no longer present.
A bronze plaque honoring Margaret Brent, who owned this land in the early 17th century and was the first woman landholder in Virginia, was placed on the ground west
of the lighthouse by the Daughters of the American Revolution in 1979.
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The Jones Point Lighthouse protected Potomac shipping to and from the ports of Alexandria, Georgetown, and Washington from 1856 to 1926. Federal involvement in the improvement of inland navigation began under President James Monroe in 1823 and increased significantly with congressional establishment of the Light-House Board in
1852. The Jones Point Lighthouse was one of many built by this agency in the 1850s
along the major navigable rivers in the country. This installation was doubtless
influenced by the presence of the Washington Navy Yard, subsequently active during
the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, and World War I.
The Jones Point light was tended by a keeper living in the lighthouse building until
1919, when an automatic beacon was installed in the lantern. The beacon was relocated to a tower on the extended east corner of Jones Point in 1926, rendering the
lighthouse obsolete. The replacement light was removed in the 1940s, ending the era
o£ navigation lights on Jones Point.
In 1912, prodded by the Columbia Historical Society and the Daughters of the American Revolution, the Army Corps of Engineers uncovered the south cornerstone from the
lighthouse retaining wall in which it had been buried since 1861 and built a concrete recess in which the stone could be viewed. On April 15, 1921, a program
marking the 130th anniversary of the District of Columbia was held at the site.
When the lighthouse reservation was declared surplus Federal property in 1926, an
act of Congress transferred it to the Mount Vernon Chapter of the D.A.R. with the
understanding that the chapter would maintain the site for historical purposes.
The National Park Service acquired the area from the D.A.R. in 1964 as a part of
Jones Point Park, administered by the George Washington Memorial Parkway.
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